
 
Using the Unique Learner 

Number (ULN) Tool 
 

New for the delivery of basic digital skills in 2016/17, UK online centres are being asked by                 
our funder, the Department for Business, Innovation & Skills (BIS), to generate a Unique              
Learner Number (ULN) for new people learning on Learn My Way.  

Once a learner has registered on LMW or via our CaptureIT tool, your centre will be                
expected to use the ‘Tutor area’ of LMW to create or validate a ULN for learners. 
Details on the purpose and benefits of a ULN can be found at the end of this document. 

1. Accessing the website 
The Unique Learner Number (ULN) tool sits within the         
Learner Management section of Learn My Way. 
 
To access this you need to be logged in with tutor access.            
If you do not have tutor access please get in touch with            
your Network Coordinator to request it. 
 

Once logged in, click through to the Learner Management section as you do when              
accessing CaptureIT, and select Basic Digital Skills from the list. 

2. Finding the tool 
Now you are in the Learner Management section, you can either search for a learner or                
select their record from the learner records list. This will bring up the details for that                
individual.  
 
 
 
 



You will also see the tabs with Course Progress, CaptureIT, Change password etc. Select the               
ULN tab. 
 

 
Screenshot detailing tabs in Learner Record 

3. Entering data into the tool 
Once in the tool you can enter the details for the learner. The tool requires: 

● Post Code 
● Gender 
● Date of Birth 
● Type of Identification (Passport, Driving License, ID card, National Insurance          

card/other form of national ID card or credit/debit card) 
 
We need you to confirm that you have verified this learner's identity. If you are happy that                 
the learner is who they say they are, please tick the Terms of Use box. 
 
You will also be required to make the learner aware of the Privacy Notice, as specified in                 
the Data Protection Act 1998. The Privacy Notice should answer any questions about how              
their data will be stored and used. 
 

 
Screenshot detailing view of ULN tool 

 

  



4. Checking ULN 
Once you have entered the data and checked this is correct,           
click Check ULN. The information will then be processed and          
matched against the Learning Records Service. This can take         
a little while as it's checking against live data, so please be            
patient. 
 

5. Validate or Create? 
If the learner has an existing ULN this will be validated on the system and the tool will 
display the number assigned to the learner. Follow the steps to validate this ULN as shown 
in the screen. 
 
You may find there is a partial match to the learner details. This means there is an existing 
learner record similar to the details you have entered. If this is the case you have one of 
three options. 
 
 
 
 
 

1. Confirm existing ULN - Select this option to accept the partial match the system has               
generated and validate the ULN attached to this learner. To ensure accuracy, please             
check the details such as the postcode to ensure this is the correct learner. 

 
2. Generate new ULN - Select this is the details shown are not the learner you are                

looking for. This may happen in the event where two learners have the same name               
and date of birth. Selecting this option disregards the partial match and continues             
based on the information you originally input. 

 
3. Edit Details - Select if you think you entered incorrect information. You will return to               

the previous screen. 
 
 
When you hover over the buttons you will get a hint           
on what that option means. Please read the options         
carefully to ensure you take the correct action. 
 
  



If there is no match to the information you have provided this usually means that the                
learner does not already have a ULN. If there are no results, click the Create ULN button.                 
This will then generate a new ULN for the learner. 
 

 
Screenshot detailing view of tool with no existing ULN (l) screenshot of generated ULN (r) 

 
If you think the learner should have a ULN already but no results show, you may need to go 
back and edit the details. It is possible the record may be under an previous postcode for 
the learner or a different name if they have been married. If this is the case please click 
‘No, I need to check some details’. This will take you back to the previous screen where you 
can enter alternate details.  

 

5. What next? 
To help you embed the ULN process, we’re offering funded UK online centres a £5 uplift on                 
the first 10% of fundable learner registrations for which a ULN is created or validated.               
Ideally we'd like ULNs to be created for all relevant learners but will pay for 10% of your                  
registration target to help you to embed additional data collection in your enrolment             
process. 
 
Your ULN outputs are calculated from the combined total of ULNs either validated             
(existing numbers) or created (new numbers). Please see below for the breakdown of             
maximum possible funding for the ULN. 
 

FDI Contract size 
(standard) 

Total Learn My Way 
registration target 

Maximum number of 
fundable ULN 
generations (10%) 

Maximum possible 
funding uplift (£5 per 
ULN)* 

£20,000 1,200 120 £600 

£15,000 900 90 £450 

£10,000 600 60 £300 

£5,000 300 30 £150 

£2,500 150 15 £75 



 

FDI Contract size 
(specialist) 

Total Learn My 
Way registration 
target 

Maximum number 
of fundable ULN 
generations (10%) 

Maximum possible 
funding uplift (£5 per 
ULN)* 

£7,500 100 10 £50 

£5,000 67 7 £35 

 
*The uplift payment will be paid on a quarterly basis. Please note that you will only receive                 
funding for a maximum of 10% of your registration target. 
 

Payment Schedule 
The first payment will be made in early July. This payment amount will be calculated               
based on the number of ULNs you have created/validated. 
 
Following this performance based payments will be made in: 

● October 2016  
● January 2017 
● March 2017 (if required) 

Further Information 
A ULN is assigned by the Learning Records Service within the           
Skills Funding Agency (SFA), and allows the learning of everyone          
in the UK to be registered against a Personal Learning Record           
(PLR). BIS are keen for UK online centres to use the ULN as a way               
of highlighting the vital role that centres play in engaging          
learners in informal learning and progressing some learners to further learning, education            
or employment. Although Learn My Way use is not eligible for the PLR, we will be able to                  
see when a ULN registered at a UK online centre goes on to be used with further learning. 
 
A benefit of using the ULN for learners is that it is the first step in starting an online record                    
of learning achievements and qualifications, as well as work-based learning which learners            
may have achieved or will achieve in the future. It can also make applying for future                
further learning and education courses a shorter process. ULNs are therefore most relevant             
to younger learners, job seekers or those that express an interest in progression to further               
learning or employment in the future as all their achievements will be recorded. 
 
  



We know this adds additional administration, however through testing the process with a             
small number of UK online centres, we have found that collecting the relevant data can be                
easily incorporated into most existing enrollment processes. We have also found that any             
concerns from learners about providing personal data are easily allayed by explaining the             
fact that this is a requirement from your funders, and from government for any new               
learning taking place. 
 
There is more information on the generation of ULNs, including best practice and tips on 
explaining the process to learners in this document from the Learning Records Service.  
 
You can find detailed information about the FDI project and ULN, including Frequently 
Asked Questions on the FDI Landing Page. We will be adding further resources for the 
project to this page as they become available. 
 
If you have any questions please contact your network coordinator on 0114 349 1629. 

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/283126/LRUG03ULNtoptipsguideSeptember2010__1_.pdf
https://www.ukonlinecentres.com/funding/future-digital-inclusion-funding

